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PARA~~GNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITIES AND ELECTRONIC STRUCTURES

OF AQUEJUS CATIONS JF ELEMENTS' 92'·TO·~:~5
(1 ) ~< ,.,

Jerome J. Howland and Melvin Calvin

Radiation Laboratory and Department of Chemistry
University of California, Berkeley, California

ABSTRACT

Ma~netic susceptibilities per gram atomic wei~ht of elements 92 to

o95 in most of their oxidation states were measured at 20 C. on 0.1 ml of

solution which was 0.005 to 0.09 ! in heavy element. The values obtained

(all ~arama~netic) in e.m.u. x 106 were: U(IV), 3690; Np(VI), 2060; Np(V),

4120; Np(IV), 4000; Pu(IV), 1610; PU(III), 370; Am(III), 720.

The results could be interpreted only on the basis of electronic con

figurations 5f
n

, even though susceptibilities were generally lower than

the theoretical values and lower than experimental values for corresponding

lanthanide 4f
n

cations. The lower values should be expected as a result

of the Stark effect produced by electric fields of anions and of water

dipoles. Failure of the Russell-Saunders approximation to the coupling

between electrons may account for some of the error in the theoretical

calculations. Wider multiplet splittin~ in the actinides accounts for

the fact that the susceptibilities of Pu(III) and Am(IIl) are many-fold

lower than those of Sm(III) and Eu(IlI) respectively.
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PAHAMAm~BrIC SYSCE:R~:r1HLHlES A:I~D-'EL-Ectt8fr~SrRUCTURES
~.'t,

OF AQUE8US CATIJNS OF ELE1~NTS 92 TO 95

Jerome J. Howland(l) and Melvin Calvin

Radiation Laboratory and Department of Chemistry
University of California. Berkeley. California

Chemical and physical properties and theoretical calculations have

indicated that elements of about Z ~ 90 and hirher constitute a series in

which the 5f orbitals are filled as Z increases. These heavy elements

have been called actinides in analop:y to the name lanthanides for the

rare earth elements(2). It was of interest to determine whether corres-

pondinr aqueous cations of actinide and lanthanide elements have the same

outer electronic oonfigurations even thoup:h the actinide concept might not

require that they be identical.

If an atom has its electrons in question (i.e .• those in addition to

the inert ~as structure) in inner orbitals. the electrons may be electro-

statically shielded from nei~hborin~ atoms to the extent that the magnetic

susceptibility of a solution of such atoms can be deduced from quantum

numbers of the rround state of the electronic confiruration. Sometimes

the converse. deduction of ~round state quantum numbers from the suscep-

tibility, will yield a unique answer. The method was successful for the

1 th 'd t· 't' , h' h h f" 4fl - 145 2 ~an anl. e rl.posl. l.ve 10ns w 1C - ave as outer con ll"uratl.ons s 5p

Susceptibilities of U(IV) and U(III) solutions were reported by

Lawrence(3). Solid uranium compounds have been studied by numerous inves

tirators(4). At room temperature the susceptibility of U(IV) solutions

and salts approximates the theoretical value derived from the spin mar-netic

moment of atoms with two unpaired electrons. Since this type of calculation

was successful in accountinr for the susceptibility of the first row transi-
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tion element ions which have partiall:' filled 3d electron orbitals, the

observed susceptibility of U(IV) was usually interpreted as evidence for

a 5d2 electron configuration. This deduction was inconsistent with the

fact that the observed susceptihilities of cations of heavier transition

elements (those with nartially filled 4d or 5d orbitals) are generally

many-fold smaller than the Itspin onlylt calculations, and later studies of

~eneral properties of U, Np and Pu made 6d confirurations improbable.

Hutchison and Elliott(5) have interpreted their recent measurements on

uranium(IV) susceptibilities on the basis of a 5f
2

structure.

Shortly after plutonium became available, the susceptibilities of dilute

Pu(VI), Pu(V), Pu(IV), and PU(III) solutions were measured(6) with the ex

pectation that they mi~ht closely parallel those of Pr(llI) through Sm(lll)

if the actinide element ions also had fn electronic configurations. The

measurement of Pu(V) was very crude because of the instability of that
•

state(?). For the other three plutonium oxidation states there was no

..

close a~reement with expectations of particular electronic structures.

]~re actinide elements which exist in one or more oxidation states could be

used in the present study. Since the alpha activity of the available iso-

tope of curium would rapidl:, decompose the water of its aqueous solution,

experiments with this material were not attempted.

Experimental

l~gnetic susceptibility measurements were made on 0.1 ml samples which

were of the order of 0.01 ~ in heavy element by use of a bifilar suspension

method developed from one described by Theorell (8). A divided ~lass capil-

lary was suspended as shown in Fi~. 1. A solution was in the left compart-

mentj distilled water was in the right. The capillary moved a distance of

the order of 0.1 em when the current throuiCh the magnet coils was 40 amps.
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(Field strenrth directly between the pole faces was about 17,000 Gauss.)

The horizontal force, F, on the capillary very nearly equals wD/L

where w is the weight of the capillary, L is the fiber lenrth, and D is

the horizontal displacement which was observed in a microscope equipped

with a traveling cross hair. One scale division on the knob corresponds

5 -7to a distance of 8 x 10- em or to a force of 6 x 10 ~ram if the load

is a 0.5 ~ram capillary.

Each solution was measured several times at magnet coil currents of

20, 30 and 40 amps. in order to establish that susceptibilities were always

independent of field stren~th.

The molar susceptibility, '")(, of a substance equals I ;1! where I is
m m

the magnetic moment of a ~ram atomic wei~ht of the bulk material and H is

the marnetic fie ld strenl'"th. The total force actin~ on a long cyl inder of

solution with cross section A and whose axis passes throuyh an inhomogeneous

field is

Z Z
wD/L = F = .X MA (HZ - HI )/2000 (1 )

where M is the molar concentration and HI and HZ are the field strengths on

the ends of the solution.

Equation (1) would hold only for a homogeneous cylindrical sample; it

was used for rou~h estimation of the field strenrth HZ from the displacements

of nickel chloride solutions. Susceptibilities of other substances were

calculated on the assumption that the displacement was proportional to

){M if w, A, HI and HZ were held constant. The displacement was measured

for each actinide element solution in the same compartment and at the same

~ magnet coil current (~0.2 amps.) as was done for a standard nickel chloride

solution. Correction for diamagnetism of the solvent and of the anions

and for non-uniformity of the capillary was made by subtraction of an
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experimentally determined displacement. If the molar susceptibility of

nickel chloride at 20°C is taken as 4436 x 10- 6 c.g.s •. a.m.u. (9), then

for any cation

>< = 4436 x 10-
6

D' !.~iCl /(M D'NiCl ) (2)
2 2

where D' is the displacement after application of the correction.

The U(IV) solution was prepared by dissolution of weighed, distilled

UC1
4

in oxy~en-free hydrochloric acid solution. The last step in the pre

paration of the neptunium, plutonium, and americium solutions was dissolu-

tion of a hydroxide which had been precipitated with ammonium hydroxide.

The plutonium concentrations were based on a wei~hing. The neptunium

and americium solutions were assayed by measurement of the rate of alpha

The specific activities in

for Np(lO) and 3.36 x 106 for

particle emission of a small aliquot.

counts/min./pg. were taken as 790

~m(ll) if a thin sample is mounted on platinum and a counter reometry of

"50%" is used (12) • These values are said to be pro babl~r better than :5.%.

If better specific activities are reported at a later date, the magnetic

susceptibilities should be corrected proportionately. The quantity of

neptunium or plutonium which was not in the desired oxidation state was

shown to be less than 1% by measurement of the characteristic optical

absorption maxima (13) on a Beckman spectrophotometer.

The 0.03920 M nickel chloride solution which served as ma[1:netic standard

was prepared by dissolution of 0.2301 g. of nickel rod (Johnson lfutthey and

Co., 99.97~ Ni) in 5 ml of refluxin~ 10 MHel. After the solution had been

diluted to 100.0 ml, the excess HCl concentration was found to be 0.360 M.

Althou~h the measured displacements were reproducible to about one scale

di vision, the uncertaint~r in the molar susceptibilities is about 2;; or

30 x 10-
6

units, whichever is larger, because of the inaccuraoy in deter-

mination of actinide element concentration and because of the presence in
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the solutions of an unknown amount of diama~netic a~~onium ion. The

lar~e nefative displacements listed for some examples of solvent only in

the rear compartment are due to non-uniformity of the glass capillary.

These large ne~ative subtractions do not increase the percent error if the

rross displacement of the actinide solution is positive.

Results and Interpretation

Some tvpical data are riven in Table 1. In Fir;. 2 experimental ~ of

the actinide element cations are compared with simple theoretical )(J

for the assumed rround quantum states of the electronic configurations 5fn

and 5fn- 16d. The experimental X follow the X
J

for confi{"urations fn

was

to a significant de~ree, though not as closely as had been found for most of

the lanthanide cations(14). The susceptibility of Am(TII) is much higher

than the theoretical value of zero, but that is also true of the corres-

ponding lanthanide ion, EU(III). It will be discussed in a later section

of this paper. The susceptibilities of the cations are, of course, dependent

(3 )
upon the anion to a secJndary degree •

The ~round states of the cations Np(VI), Np(V), Np(lV), Pu(lV), Pu(lII),

and Am(lII) were concluded to be those on which the theoretical curve B

2 3 4 5 6 7
Fbased, i.e., F5/ 2 , H4 , 19/ 2 , 14 , H5!2' and 0 respectively as n

is 1 throuP:h 6.

While the atomic quantum numbers of a state may be those which are ex

pected for a dofinite confiruration, fn, the state can belong partly to

another configuration of the same parity(16). Susceptibility measurements

can show only that the p:round state has certain L, S, and J quantum numbers;

identification of the state with a configuration is a useful approximate

concept. To the extent that quantum states of oomplicated atoms can be

attributed to a sin~le electronic confivuration, the known aqueous cations

of uranium and higher elements must have as the outer part of their ground
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confirurations. 5fnSs
2

6p6 (n 5f electrons which are more or less inside

the confi~uration for the inert gas element 86).

•
Approximate Nature of Theoretical Calculations

The factors which account for the limited accuracy of our theoretical

calculations should be mentioned. Quantum statistically the susceptibility

is given by the relation(15)

(3)
~W';)H exp (-W./kT)

1 1
I N-,/ m 0

/,-=-=-
H H

~.. exp (-W./kT)
J.

where NO is Avogadro's number and the summations are over-all quantum

states of energies W., If the energy levels are simply those resulting
1

from the Zeeman splitting of an isolated (on the energy scale) state of a

free atom, their energies mirht be assumed to be

W1 - Wi
0

= Hr.~M (4 )

where R = eh/4rtrnc and M = J, J-l, --- -J. Since 2H~BJ~<kT(4) equation (3)

yields

(5)

If the an~ular momenta of the several electrons are coupled according to

the Russell-Saunders scheme (LS coupling)

g = ~J(J + 1) + S(S + 1) - L(L + n]/2J(J + 1) (6)

Equations (5) and (6) were used to calculate the theoretical points of

Fif!'. 2. The ground state of a configuration was a.ssumed by a.pplica.tion of

Hund's rules. The limited a~reemcnt of theoretical and experimental sus-

ceptibilities indicates that each paramagnetic atom interacts with other

.. surrounding atoms as well as with the external magnetic field. Since most

of the surroundin~ atoms are diama~netic, the interaotion is probably elec-

trostatic in nature.

Penny and Sohlapp attempted to calculate the effeot of crystal eleotric
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fields on the magnetic susceptibility of iron group compounds and rare

earth salts(18,19). Qualitatively it is a Stark snlittin~ which is of

the order of kT whereas the Zeeman splitting is small compared to kT.

Althour:h the calculations are not perfected(20), it is clear that the

summation (3) can be much smaller than its evaluation by equation (5).

Similarly in solutions the eleotric fields of nei~hbor anions and water

dipoles will lower the magnetic susceptibility of an actinide element cation

compared to its oorresponding lanthanide ion since the 5f eleotrons of

the former should be outside the valenoe shell more often than are the 4f

electrons in the latter. Since Np(VI) is essentially a one-electron case,

the oomplications to be mentioned later oannot be important, and the 25ft

lowerin~ of the susceptibility from the theoretical ;(J must be due to the

Stark splittin~. It may be assumed that the Stark effect is the most impor-

tant sinrle complication tendinf to lower the susceptibility of all the acti-

nide element cations.

Ground quantum states of the 4fn confi!,"urations were deduced by Hund(14)

from rules which are correct for atoms of small Z in which case it is a

food approximation to derive atomic states from the states of individual

electrons by means of the LS or Russell-Saunders coupling model (vanishingly

) . (21 22)weak spin-orbit interaction. In the spectra of gaseous uranlum ' the

multiplet splitting is wider than the separation of the centers of ~ravity

of LS states. By definition this is strong spin-orbit interaction. The

experimental g's of low lyinV states of the 5f36d7s
2

configuration of

uranium are fairly close to gLS' however.

It is interestin~ to see what happens to the energy levels as the

spin-orbit interaction increases and the interelectronic interaction

approaches the limitin~ case of jj couplin~. Column 2 of Table III lists

some states which should lie very low in the configurations 5fl - 6• The
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state listed first lies deepest according to Hund's rules. For 5f
2

, Sf
3

,

and 5f4 the state listed second was selected because it belongs both to the

next ~roup according to L8 couplinr and to the lowest group of jj coupling

states. The ground state of 5f5 or of 5f
6

becomes more isolated as jj

coupling is approached.
6

In the case of 5f the two lowest multiplets of

7F were selected because the spacin~ between J = 0 and J = 1 would be only

1/21 of the total multiplet splitting according to the Landerintcrval rule.

The relative importance of the probably second lowest states is not known

7
at the present time except that F

l
must be significantly populated in

Am(IIl) at 20°C.

Theoretical 2: J I S for each f!round state of the 5fn configurations

were calculated for both couplin~ approximations, and the two results di-

verge as n increases from 2 to 5. Since the two ~~JIS differ directly

2 2
as gLS and g.. differ, the experimental )( of Pu(IIl), the example of

JJ
5 6

5f HS/ 2' shows unambiguously that g is much nearer to gLS than to gjj.

This is consistent with previously mentioned results for the gaseous

uranium a tom.

Equation (5) depends on the validity of equation (4) for the Zeeman

splittinr-. For each low energy state of Sm(llI) and EU(lII) it was nccessar~23)

to use a more complete equation for ?C
J

which had been derived by Van

Vleck(15) from considerations equivalent to takinr the Zeeman splitting

to the second order terms in H. He obtained equation (5) wi th the following

added on the right:

6(2J + 1)

where f( J)

(Sa)

For sufficiently large hy'-'s this addition is nep;lidble except that when

. extremely
Sand L are large and J 1S small the f/h'L/""terms are/large. Tn the examples
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Pu(lII) and Am(III) the susceptibilities are greater than theoretical

X/s for 6HS/
2

and 7PO as obtained with equation (S). The f/!n/"terms

must be sir-nificant for low lyin~ states of both cations. While the

7p state must be well populated in Am(III), it is much less so than in
1

EU(lll) where the multiplet splitting is narrower. Thus the same discre-

pancies with simplest theory that were important in Sm(lll) and in Bu(lll)

can be detected in PU(llI) and Am(IIl). The analo~y is shown clearly in

Pi~. 3 where experimental susceptibilities of lanthanide and actinide

element cations are compared directly.
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Table I

Typical Data; Displacements or Capillary

for 40 Ampere Ma~net Coil Current

, .

M3. terial in
Rear Compart.

0.36 M HCl
0.0392 ~ NiC12 in 0.36 M HCl

. 0.50 M HOI
0.0600! Pu(III) in 0.5 M Cl-

0.50 M H SO
0.050"1 !!2putIV) in 0.5 ~ HS0

4

a1~vnetio standard, ref. 9.

Displacement
D D'

-030
+991 1021

-030
+099 129

-089
+389 478

Suscept.
106e .m.u. x

370

1610
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Table II

Molar Susceptibilities of Actinide Element Cetions

at 20°C in Aqueous Solution

Cation Anion Cation Suscept.
in Solution in Solution 6a.m.u. x 10

U(IV) 0.5 MCl- 36900.

Np(VI) -0.5 ~ HS04
2060

Np(V) 0.2 1.1 Cl- 41200.

Np(IV) 0.2 ! HS04
- 4oo0

b

Pu( IV) 0.5 ! HS04
- 1610

Pu(III) 0.5 M Cl- 370

Am(nI) 0.5 ! N0
3
- 720

aFar Pu(vI) (same number of electrons as U(IV) and
Np(V») susceptibility is 3540 x 10- 6, ref. 6.

b
For U(III) (same number of electrons as Np(IV»,
susceptibility is 4340 x 10- 6, ref. 3•
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Table III

Theoretical Susceptibilities of Possible Low Energy

States of Actinide Ions

Assumed Possible Theor. l::.' /s Theor. X'J's
Elect. Low Energy LS Coupl. jj Coupl.
Config:. States 20°C 200 C

srI 2
2730 2730F5/ 2

5f2 3 3
5420; 1130 6210; 1870H

4
; F

2

5f
3 4 4 5540; 1210 7680; 273019/ 2 ; GS/ 2

5f
4 5 S

3040; 280 6210; 18701
4

; G
2

5f
5 S

300 2730HS/ 2

5i 7 7
O· 1900 0; 1900F

O
; F

1
,

5fSd 3H • 3G 5420; 2860
4' 3

Sf
2

6d
4 4

8950; 5540Kll/ 2; 19/ 2

Sf
3

Sd 5 L • 5~ 9070; 5670
6'

5f
4

6d
6 6

5730;L11/ 2 ; Kg/ 2
3130

5f
5

6d
7 7

1350; 320K
4

; 1
3
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Fig. l.--Apparatus for measurement of magnetic susceptibility: A,

~lass fibers, 0.005 x 140 em; B, ~lass capillary, 0.2 x 16 cm; C, magnet

pole faces, 2.5 cm diam.; D, mirror and microscope; E, magnet pole pieces,

15 cm diam.

Fig. 2.--Comparison at 200 C of ma~netic susceptibilities of actinide

element cations with theoretical susceptibilities: A, experimental; B,

theoretical for ground states of 5fn ; C, theoretical for ground states of

5fn- 16d.

Fir. 3.--Comparison of experimental murn0tic susceptibilities of lan

thanide and actinide element cations at 20°C. The values for the lanthanides

were calculated from some of the llcffective magnetic moments" compiled by

Yost, Russell and Garner (The Rare Earth Elements and Their Compounds,

Wiley, New York, 1947, p. 14.). The point for 61(111) is from the theoreti-

cal calculation by Van Vleck and Frank (See ref. 23).
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SOidE EXCITLTION FUnCTIONS OF EIm-IUTH

. "-
Eo Lo Kelly and E~ Segre

Radiation Laboratory~ Department of Physics
University of California, Berkeley, California

November 10~ 1948

Bismuth has long been a favorite element for excitation function worko This

is due in part to the fact that bismuth has a single stable isotope~ is abundantv and is

easily evaporated to form thin uniform films. Also many of the products of bismuth bom-

barded with deuterons or alphas are alpha-active which is convenient for determination

of absolute counting ratesc Early invcstigators(1)(2)(3) in this field had available

deuterons up to 9 Mev energyo In later work deuterons up to 14 Mev(4) and alphas up to

28 Mev energ;y(5) were used Q In spite of the excellence of the work that already had been

done in bismuth the availability of the 19 Mev deuteron beam and the 38 Mev alpha beam

of the 60" Croclrer Radiation Laboratory cyclotron made further work seem worth while 0 The

method used in the present work LS the well knovm stacked foil technique with some improve-

ment in the definition of the energy and the measurement of the beam current Q A stack

of aluminum foils 9 each having a thin film of evaporated bismuth on one side y was exposed

to the collimated beam of the Crocker 60" cyolotrono The stack was not thick enough to

stop the beam which was caught in a Faraday cup p amplified.. and fed into a recording

milliameter. The mean range of the cyclotron beam was found by determining the amount

of aluminum absorber required to reduce the beam intensity to one halfo The activity

induced in the bismuth films was counted by means of a parallel plate ionization chambero

Figo 1 gives a schematic diaGram of thf apparatus used for the bombardments o Tables I

.md II and Figso 4 e.nd 5 give the final results ll io8Q9 the cross sections for the various

processes as a function of the enarl''' of the bombarding deuteron or alpha particle 0
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Experimental Details

The aluminum foil used &\8 backing for the evaporated bismuth and for the onergy

determination absorberG, "TB.S punched on a die whose area was aCQurately measured~The

dimensions of severa.l foils ""Jere also measured with a tr::welinG rili.crl;sccpe. The areas

of the various foils agreed to better than 3 narts in a thousa.nd., Each backing foil

wbich was 0.001 inches thick, was thoroughly cleaned in CC1
4

and absolute alcohol" and

eveighed on an assay balance to the closest 0~01 mg. lJext, the foils were placed in a

high vacuum chamber and bismuth evaporated onto tho]:l to the desired tbj.ckness. (Most

ru.ns vrare made ':Tith 1 to 1.5 mdcm-2 of bismuth). The foils were then rmvoighed and the

thickness of bismuth determined Vllth an estimated accuracy of 1 p8.rt in 200 or better.

The raw beam of the 60" Crocker cyclotron had enOUGh inhomogenity in energy sO

that lie better definition of the energy vms required'•. This was obtained with a collimation

system which consisted of tho deflector channel of the cyclotron ·and the lie inch slit

shovm in Fig., 1 0 Due to the magnetic field of the cyclotron this collimation system served

as a velocity selectol' producing [, be8lll of very homogeneous energ:r. Tests of energy versus

deflector voltage shO"imd a dependence of 0 .. 04 Mev per kilovolt on the deflector" In

practice the deflector vo1tag;e W8.S held constant to 2 kilovolts 1'01' the entire run~ Since

this collimation reduced the primary beam intensity by a factor of ecpproximately one

( -5 -6 -7 -3 ,hundred 1.'l'01J1 10 - 10 to 10 - 10 amp; a sonsitive bema curr'imt into[;rator "las

necossary. The current to the l"ar~>:1.&;y CUD of Fig. 1 (10- 7 to 10-8 emp) W8.S alnplified to

1 milliampere by a I!ioJified version of' current ar"p1i£'ior described by Vanc:e( 6) D and

recorded on en Esterline Angus recording mi1liameterv The :l.ntegl<ated beClXJ1 current was

found by planimeterin;,; thOl ",res under tho traoe 0 Ihe treoe of 8 i.lell. run:rc,s olecnimetered

t;vJo l)e 01' Ie and tho c.~'reomcnt WD.:.; 1 part in 200 or bettur. liLl.owe.nee 'fiS.S made for the

i)(3(;uliar form of tho l.sterlir13 imF.us trace 0

The range Oi the collimated bomr. was d(~termin8d in a IG.LUner similar to that

jes:;ribed hy Wilson(7).

d i ffo ring in th i G k:n;H, s

The ]'oil wheel shown in Fig. 1 oontained e,luminum absoruers

G{T)'CX1lnc:,tCJly 1 mg cm-2 • Bach of those: absorbers in turn was
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placed in the path of the beam 'Nhi.le the amount of beam current stopped and the amount

'-"
transmitted were determined simultaneously by current amplifiers (6) 0 This gave the

fraction of the total beam CUI'rent transmitted for various thicknesses of aluminum absorb=

ero From this data the mean beam range was at once determinedo The position of the foil

wheel could be changed by remote control and since the stacked bismuth foils were contain=

ed in the wheel it was possible to determine the beam range 9 bombard the stac,ked bismuth

foi1s 9 and redetermine the beam range without turning off the cyolotrono The range data

for a typical run are plotted in Figo 2 0 It will be noted that there was little change

in the beam range during the run 0 The straggling of 1 0 1 percent compares favorably With

the the oretical minimum of 009 pe rcent given by Livingston and Bethe (8) 0 The range in

aluminum was converted to energy using the table of Smith(9)0

The activity induced in the bismuth films was followed by counting each sample

in a parallel plata ionization chamber having a depth of 1 0 5 omo and filled with argon

at a pressure of 1 0 7 atmospheres" The pulses from electron collection in the chamber were

fed into a pre=amplifier and then into an amplifier whose time of rise was 0 0 2 microseconds.

The amplified pulses were discriminated and counted on a 256 scaling circuit and mechanical

registero The counter was checked against a standard alpha-particle source ( a thin urani=

urn sample electro deposited on platinum) at the beginning and end of each counting period,

and was found to remain constant to one percent over the entire period of 2 years during

which these studies were madeo The background Was 1 to 2 counts per minuteo The counting

rate of the uranium alpha standard as a function of discriminator bias is shown in Fig Q 30

The counting efficiency at the operating bias of 14 has been taken to be 0 0 50 0 This

round number takes into account the absorption in the sample itself and the back scatter=

ing from support o

The possibility of error in the beam current measurements due to gas ionization

or secondary eleot~on err®ission was investigated o The space around the Faraday cup and

~ the foil wheel was connected to the cyclotron tank during normal opet'ation as shown in



Figo 10 Since the pumping speed of the opening of the defining sli t8 was smalliJ a leak

in this region could cause a substantial increase in pressure with a resulting increase

in gas ionization along the pe,th of the beam between the slits and the Faraday CUpe .Any

selective collection of these gas ions would of course introduce an errore To test this

effect" the pressure in the region of the Faraday cup was gradually increased until the

cyclotron tarde pressure showed a 50 percent increase e At this junctu.re the pressure in

the region of the Faraday cup was approximately 10 microns of mercury but no evidence

of gas ionization was observed on the beem current meters 0 Since in normal operation

no observable change in cyclotron tank pressure was produced by our apparatus this; source

of error must be ruled outo The effect of possible secondary emission of electrons is

also ruled out o The fringing magnetic field of the cyclotron is 2500 gauss in the region

where the Faraday cup was locatedo The resulting curvature in the path of any seoondary

electron formed by the beam striking the bottom of the Faraday cup would be more than

sufficient to prevent the escape of the electrone

Bi (ua2n) and Bi (ua3n) Excitation Functions

At bombardinG alpha ener~ies below 29 Mev the only alpha=particle activity

observed in the bombarded bismuth was that of At21l ,9 which has a half-life of 7 0 5 hre

At higher bombarding alpha energies another alpha-activity was observed after the 7 0 5 hI'

activi ty had died Duto This lNas found to be due to Po210 0 No other alpha-activity was

detected o This made the separation of activities extremely simpleo An alpha count 5 or

6 days after bombardment gave only the Po210 actiVity; correcting this for decay and

SUbtracting from a count made soon after bombardment we obtained the activity dUe to

At211!l which could thon easily be extrapolated back to the time of the end of bombardment o

This method of separating the activities was quick and accurate*o The question Lmmediately

arose" however,9 as to tho origin of the p02100 Careful investiga.tions which will be

discussed in detail later,9 showed that the P0210 came from the Bi(u9 3n) reaction producing

iThis method n~glects the 8 0 3 hI' half-life for formation of the Po210 mentioned belowa
but the resulting error introduced was found to be negligible in all casaso
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At
210 h" h" t d t p?10 b bot 1 1 t t ',Lh h 1f l' f f. W 10 1n urn ecays 0 0'" y or 1 a. e ec ron cap ure" Wl T, a ale 0

803 hI' 0 Thus the At210 whi eh had no alpha- a.ctivi ty de caye d to an alpha emi,tter which was

readily cOWlted on mL absolute scaleo The results of three runs were analyzed in this

way and reduced to absolute Gross section versus energy of the bombarding alphaso One

run was made with bisilluth films of 0.,3 mg cm~2 9 one with 1 0 5 mg c:m~,2 s and one with 2 0 0

=2mg em 0 When the results of these runs were first compared to a dispersion of a few

peroent was found D vnl1ch was felt to be outside the experimental errore After thorough

checking D this dispersion was tentatively laid to the inaccuracy in the stopping power

ratio of bismuth to aluminums viThich had been extrapolated from the value for gold given

by Bethe(8) 0 A subsequent experimental determination of this st,opping power ratio re-

moved the apparent dispersiono The results of the three runs are shown in Figo 4 and

Table I o

The activities resulting from deuterons on bismuth are more difficult to separate

t,han those from alphas on bismutho Early work has established the production of RsE and

rIO (10)
PoG from the Bi (d»p) and Bi (d»n) reactionso Recent work shows rather oonclusively

that the Bt (d D 2n) reaction is not observed and that the only alpha~aotivity at these

energies s other than that due to the Bi (d~n) and Bi (d~p) reactions 9 is due to the Bi

(dD 3n) reaction which results in P o208 with a half-life of about 3 yearso This is in

agreement with the results of tvlO deuteron on bismuth runs made by the authorso

For the separation of the Po210 with a 140 day half-life s the Po208 with a 3

year ha1f'~life9 and the RsE J whieh goes by 5-day-~~deoay to Po210
9 the following procedure

was adopted· 0 Each sample was alpha-counted as soon as possible after bombardment and

daily for a. week, each sample was counted again after 2 months when all of the 5 day

RaE had decayed into P o210$ and thereafter once every 3 months for a yearo In order to

determine the Po208 half-life a ten samples were analyzed by trial and error into 140 day

TIt i:5 not practical to use the differenoe in energy betvveen the alphas of' Po208 and Po2 10
to di.stinguish between the tViO beoause the difference is too small (5 0 298""5014 Mev) 0
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po210 and po20S 9 such that when the po2I0 activi ty wns subtracted,9 the resulting activity

fell on a straight line on senilor; pap6I'0 The slope of this line gave tho PoZOS ha,lf,",Hfeo

The :cesult'erD.S 3 0 0 :!: 0 .. 2 ;Ydars vrh8re th,'3 error given is based on internal consistency

0[11yo Each bomba.rded samn1.0 was then nnalyzed by the sma:; method '-except that the result-

int'; 6.ctivi ty after 1'0210 snLtnJ;;tiun VIfCs requil'ed to fit b, strui lino with a slope

to the time of tho Gnd of borrlbardrnento Subtracting thE)

msc.Gured imnedintely nftar bombardment gave the P o210

(ilio to tlJo Bi (d 9 n) I';;actioTlo From tho extrapolated total P o210 t.r:+':ivity and the F o210

activity due to the Ei (d9 n) reaction'j the amount of RaE 'was found o The amount of RaE

i'v':'B '.1.1s 0 found by the crovrth of the tote.l rclphn-activi ty in the first week after bombard-

runs of deuterons on bismuth reduced to absolute cross section versus energy of the bOIrl=

bClrding d0utorons [:1'0 .shovm 3n Fir .. 5 and Table 110

,Astatine210

'icuth LOiilLLrded VIi th h1rha particles of' 37 Mev energy yields t;he 705 hr alpha=

ach'Vity Llphe,=activi ty of P o210 l) [5 wu,s rfl'Jntl.oned above. 1:'1

"'0Tho Po~~ alpha-activity

"as found to decree.so ,'ll th 1601'"1('.5 jnC energy of the bombarcling ulpht"S 9 dis appearing with

alphCt ennc.L,jS belo'U~~1 :lav (stJ(l 21e:o 4)0 Tho i'·f.l.L1Ina-&c'tbr::ty liJcevJ1.,G8 disappeared with

bornL \~rEJS i'oU11d to follovl '1.:1'10

activity had de=

iaot(rne of Fstatine 9 probabl:y- by capture of an orbite.l electron or At210 which had beer.



ti on of tho P o210 more (; &.1'0 i'u11y a <?1Yi counto r V1S,S

construc;ted having an optim\Uh X-ray counting efficiency in tho run'lon of trw K X-rays of

poloniu:Cflo This cot.mtor 'iJOG (l Chi CE'Eo tvpe ~ having a c:;/lj.ndrice.l aluminum wallO 025 nun

thick lined with tin foil 0 0 00 .~i thicko The counter was filled with argon plus 10 peroent

of alcohol to a preGSUr8 of 10 m" of mercury.

and ths.l:l e.xtracting the c.5tcLJflO

bombarding thin bismuth vli th nlphu3 of 25 Mev energy

a vucuum distillation ovnr ttl e.. Gold platinum plate ..

Sfutlpl!:) B W"b pl'epLred in the; S fun·:; 'HU'! OXCGpt the.t the boni'8.rdinf' alphas had en energy of

37 jy[vv re.ther than 25 iJ\!o 1.1:;3 i on in lead indicated ~.hrd:

cnurgy was present in sU(0I",le B but was not present in Sample AD ns :is ShOV[]:.L in Figo 60

1'lns 8lmne..··ra.y was f("mel to 'iGcavi'/i til 8. half-life of 8,,3 hours" Absorption in e.huninum

r 00nv8rsion electro1ls of the loa Mev farnma~ra.yso Absorption hl plc:.tinuIi1 8J1.d tunf:';st:en

revealed thft both SJdplos omittod Xorays shOiJ'rin[" the ubsorpti on pr'opoj"ties to be expE?ctod

for the L lil.':;;6 of' noloniurrlo The ratio of the K X-rEl.y countinr"c.t;ci to the alpha cQur:.ting

l'htu "IGS 10 to 14 the .s us 1 rre in swnple B as in DI?,-<'nple Ao In SD,rilplG A the half~lif'e

G011tetir.1.ed (;;.. :nc;v-r 1.50t:oF(-j of

"

ti"J '1' - -,r of At210 cr li}!.oth",r'

l ( Thi,.,;

D, thirl 1:C1ln.b£..rdud blSLli.ttb f'\'; II in.to tyro equal

t j fl;' i '1 ~I
l ..-l ',.j. A

" ,'1
<.if.J. j.
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ing each sampleo If all the Po21O formed is a daughter of At210 the unextracted sample

and the extracted astatine s81up18 must each have the same activi tyo On the other hand

if some of the P0210 is formed directly at bombardment then the unextracted s ample must

have a greater activity tharJ the extracted astatine sampleo

In practice this procedure requires enough time so that an extrapolation must

be made back to the time of the middle of the bombardmento In order to make this extra~

polation the procedure was repeated allowing various time intervals between the bombardc


ment and the astatine extractiono To eliminate the effect of unequal division of the

bombarded bismuth foil and variation of the extraction yieldv the amoUnt of At211 alpha

activity in each sample was used for normalizationo The ratio 01' the Po2 10 resulting

from the decay of the extracted astatino to the total PoZIO formed plotted as a function

of extraction time is shown in Figo 70 The decay is seen to agree quite well with the

803 hour hc.lf-,life found for the gamma-rays 0 The zero time intercept (the time of the

middle of the bombardment) shows that within the experimental error all the PaZIO was

formed by the decay of the At210
0

Clearly the results shown in Figo 7 are valid only if the astatine extractions

are free from polonium cont~linationo For this reason the extraction process(ll) employed

here will be described brieflyo When an alpha bombarded sample of bismuth on aluminum

is heated In the p!'CJsence of silvGr in an evacuated glass vessel the astatine vapor is

selecti.vely adsorbed by the silvero Careful tests have shown that after 10 minutes at

310 0 e0 more than 85 p'1rcent of the astatine alpha activi ty was colleGted on the silver

foilo Under the same oonditions" using a bombarded bismuth sample from which all the

astatine had deoayed nut" only 0 0 07 percent of the polonium alpha-activity present in

the bismuth appeared on the silver foilo For this astatine separation method nei ther

the temperature nor the heating time was very critical; however the bismuth had to be

melted (273';Co or r;wr'oL and the polonium contaminLtion increased slovvly v,rith increasing

~ temporature 0

If thore were any appreciable alpha-branching in the dfjC\uy of At210 as there
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is in At211 Olm should see evidence of this alpha~activity and evidence of the decay

product D whioh would be Bi20G with a 604 day half-life 0 Examination of extracted astatine

in the 4G clJ8.nnel pulse anal~rsor(12) showed no alpha~activity other than that of At21l

and Po210
0 If the branching rat,io had been 1 part in 100 or more the resulting alpha~

activity could have been observedo Examination of the astatine extracted from a ~hiok

bismuth target bombarded wi th 200 microampere hours of alpha particles having an energy

of 37 Mev showed no evidence of 6 0 4 day activi tyo If 1 pe.rt in 105 of the At210 had de~

cayed by alpha~emission the 6 0 4 day Bi206 would have been observableo

Conclusions

The (dsp) and (dvn) reactions have recently been treated in a paper by Peaslee o

In this paper he interprets our experimental material and we refer to if for details(13)0

The main quali tative conclusions are that the stripping processes of the deuteron as

opposed to the formation of a cmnpound nucleus in which the whole deuteron is absorbed

are mainly responsible for the observed cross sectionso In the (daP) case the stripping

process is the well known Oppenheimer Philips reaction, in the (dpn) case it is an analo-

gous reactiono

. The intermetation of th~ (a~2n) and the (a 9 3n) reactions can be made in a very

.:J imple semiempirical vray as follows 0

Consider first the cross section a-a for formation of the compound nucleuso

This cross section has been calculated in some typical examples by Vo Fo Weisskopf Q In

Figo 8 the solid lines give Weisskopf's values for 80Hg201 for bvo values of the barrier
~.

hej.ght D 25093 Mev e.nd 22 0 47 Mev corresponding to 1"0 '" 1 03 x 10=13 em and 1 0 5 x 10=13 cm,

the values are also given for 90Th232 for a barrier height of 28 0 00 Mev corresponding

to r '" 1 3 x 10=13(1 0 cmo

If we sum our (aj)2n) and (a»3n) cross sections we find passable agreement with

Soe Figo 8 9 This we interpret as meaning that all other competj.ng

reactions - (aDPL «(L.pnL (aD?))9 (a$aL etc .. = have small cross sections oompared with

(a p 2n) and (av 3n) in the energy region consideredo Excepti~n to this is the (a~n) reaction
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which in til;) energy rorion around 20 Mev may have a cross section whichl) although small

on ml absolute scaleD exceeds appreciably the (a~2n) cross sectiono Hence until experi=

menta on this point Elre c:ompleted it will be impossible properly to fit the theoretical

curve for the compound nucleus formation to our e~)erimental data in the region near the

thresholdo An investigation of the (a 9 n) cross section is in progresso

It is interesting to consider the excitation energy of the compound nucleus

above its ground state o The compound nucleus At213 in its fundamental state would certain=

ly be alpha radioactiv60 By comparison with neighboring Y~o~~ nuclei = At211
l) AcC1 9

At212~ eto o - one would make a fair guess of a half-life of about & x 10=3 seco and an

alpha-energy of 705 Ivlevo Hence the excitation energy of the compound nucleus is approxi=

mately equal to the energy of the impinging alpha particle minus 705 Mevo Thus to release

2 neutr'ons it takes at least 21 05 riIev and to remove a 3rd neutron an additional 805 Mev

or' a.t lea3t 30 Mev to remove 3 neutrons 0

RLID/hw
11=10=48
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Figure Captions

Fig. 10 Schematic diagram of the collinating tube" foil holder 9 and current amplifierso
This apparatus connects directly to the cyclotron tank and becomes therefore an
integral part of the cyclotron vacuum systemw obviating the need for any windows
or separate pumps.

Figo 2 0 The percent of the a~beam transmitted by the Al absorber plotted as a function
of the absorber thic}~ess. The three sets of points represent data taken before
bombardment~ at the middle of bombardment» and after bombardment of the bismuth
foils. The straggling~ given by the difference between the extrapolated range
and the mean range divided by the mean ra.nge~ is 101%0

Fig. 30 Counts per minute of tho thin U;I-standard plotted as a function of the pulse
discriminator bias voltage 0 The operating bias was kept constant to wi thin 2
units 0

Figo 4 0 Absolute cross section for the Bi(a~2n) reaction and the Bi(a9 3n) reaction plotted
as a functi.on of the energy of the bombarding alphas \}

Figo 50 Absolute cross sections for the Bi(dllPL, Bi(dlln) and the Bi(d9 3n) reactions
plotted as a function of the energy of the bombarding deuteronso

Figo 6 0 The counting rate on a G-M counter of astatine samples plotted as a funotion
of the thickness of lead absorber o Sample A oonsisted of the At extracted from
a foil of' Bi bombarded with alphas of 25 Mev energy, sample B consisted of the
At extracted from a foil of Bi bombarded with alphas of 37 Meva As a check
of the geometry the mass absorption coefficient of a Co60,,= sta~ndard was
measured and found to be 0055 cm2gm~1 in Pbo

Figo 7 0 The amount of' P0 210 ~"orm:'ld by the deoay of the
per'.::ent of the tot~l Po2l,O fonned,plotted as a
middle of bombardment until the At extractiono

?'~ t1extracted At- .iIov) expressed as
functi on of the time from the

The cross section of the compound nucleus (At213 ) as a function of the energy
of the bombarding nucleuso The solid lines represent the computed data of
Weisskopfo The scattered points are experimental values of the sum of ~ for
Bi(a~2n) and c:r for I3i(ap 3n)o
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Table Io

Experimental Vi..,luos of tho Cross-Section for the Bi( Q9 2n)At211 and the

Bi( Q, 3n)At210 Reaotions at Various Energies of the Bombarding Alpha Particles

Q~Energy

Mev Run I
barns

O;:t21l

nun II
barns

Run III
barns

Run I
barns

"lt210

Run II
barns

Run III
barns

1808
19 0 9
20 0 0
20 0 2
21 0 2
21 0 6
22 0 4
23,,0
23 0 1
23 .. 5
2~L2

24 0 6
2504
25 0 7
?601
26 () ~j

26,,7
2704
2706
27 0 7
28 0 0
2807
29 0 6
2907
2909
30 0 5
3007
31 0 0
31 0 4
31.7
32 0 2
3203
32 0 6
3301
3303
3306
3400
3405
34.6
·3403
;31'; 05
3f3 o G

36 0 7
37 oC~

38 0 0
38 0 13

00000

GolO

0 0 55

,J 067

0 0 75
0083

0 0 90

0 0 86

0075

0062

~) 030
0 0 24

.20
0 0 17
0015

0 0000

0 0 001

0001

Doll

0.58

0,,78

0 0 85

0 0 85

0075

0 0 61

0047

0 0 37

0 0 29

0023

0 0 000

0,,03

0.16

0 0 35

0 0 '11

0 0 90

0063

0046

0,,33

0025

0 0 000
0,,004

0 0 013

0 0 06

0017

0 0 35

0 0 53

1003
1014

1020
1,,24
1 0 27

0 0000

0,,003

00007

0 0 05

0 0 16

0037

0 0 61

0 0 82

1001

1016

1021

0 0 000

0,,004

0 0 015

0,,10

0 0 28

0053

0 0 75

0 0 94

loll



Table II 0

Experimental Values of the Cross-Section for the Bi(d,p)RaEv the Bi(dDn)Po210~

and the Bi(dD3n)Po208 Reactions at Various Energies of the Bombarding Deuteronso

o-RaE rr 210 () 208 o;aE
a" 0;0208

Po Po Po2IO

d~Energy Run I Run II Run I Run II Run I Run II d-Energy Run I Run II Run I Run II Run I Run II

Mev barns barns barns barns barns barns Mev barns barns barns barns barns barns

5,,3 0 00002 1307 00110 " 0 00033 0,,02

509 0 0 001 1308 0.;102 00031 0 003

6.5 0 0 002 0.0003 1400 0.109 00032 0 0 03

7 01 0.005 0 0001 1401 0 0102 0 0030 0·004

706 0 0009 0.002 1403 00106 00030 0 0 04
8.1 00016 0 ..004 14 ..5 0.104 00098 00031 0 0030 0005 0 005

806 0 ..026 0 ..007 1408 00101 0.095 0.,031 0 0031 0 007 0 007

807 0.030 00006 15,,1 ·00096 0<1093 00032 0 0031 Oofo 0010 I
9.0 00040 0.037 00009 00010 1503 0.097 " . .. 00030 0012 I
904 00051 0.051 0.011 0 0013 1504 0.088 00030 0014 I9.7 00062 00014 15.55 00094 00032 0 015

90 l3 0 0064 0.017 1507 00086 00031 0017

1001 00073 00016 1508 00091 00030 0 019

10.2 00076 0.020 16 00 0.082 00029 0.23

1004 0 0082 00019 16005 00089 00030 0024

1006 00084 00023 1603 00084 00081 0 0030 0.030 0027 0 027

1007 0 0091 0,,023 1605 0.084 0.031 0,,31

1100 0 0099 0 0095 0 0026 0.026 1606 0.078 0 0030 0 033

1103 00104 0.028 16075 00084 0.031 0.36

11.4 00100 0 ..028 16.9 0.077 0 0030 0038

11.6 0,,108 00029 17 0 0 0.082 0.031 0041
1108 00105 0.029 1701 0.073 0.032 0043
1109 00111 0.030 17.2 00079 00031 0046
12.2 00112 0 0107 0 0030 0.031 1704 00074 00071 00031 00031 0051 0.50. 12.. 5 00114 0,,109 0 0030 0 ..031 0.01 1707 00075 00070 00030 0 0032 0055 0 053
12.8 0.114 0 0031 1709 0.074 00032 0 059
12.9 0.108 00029 0 ..02 18.0 00067 0.032 0 059
~3.1 00113 0.030 0.01 1801 00072 00030 0 064
13.2 0 0108 0 0031 0.02 1803 0 0073 00067 00032 00029 0,,66 0 066
13.3 00113 00030 0 ..02 1805 0 0070 00066 00032 0 0031 0 071 0 0 69
13,,5 0.112 0 .. 107 00031 0.031 0.02 0.02 18 0 7 0.068 00030 0 0 75
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